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WINGS PLATINUM 4 MULTIdISPLAy

The new Wings PlaTinum can operate up to 4 displays via one computer. This reduces the number 
of devices required, as well as the demands on network and periphery. using several computers, 
media can so be transferred much faster. Editing of warping has become much easier as the grid 
intersection points have been provided with handles and the corners with Bezier curves.

Warping thus only requires relatively coarse grids and fewer editing nodes. Every display has been 
provided with a control for brightness and color that allows easy matching of displays and video 
projectors. and this is exactly where the new Wings ViOsO comes in.

available as of autumn 2009

Improved performance and convenience for efficient productions

WINGS VIOSO

aV stumpfl and ViOsO, a specialist in unusual, camera-based projections, are to present a joint media server product: Wings ViOsO.

The product unites the core competencies of both companies: The comprehensive and, in the latest version visibly enhanced range of media server functions of 
aV stumpfl‘s Platinum 4 and ViOsO‘s innovative solutions with regard to projection adaptation, real time capability and automatic camera correction of color and 
of surface geometry.

in this joint product the camera-based technology offers fascinating opportunities. multidisplay shows can be created automatically with the assistance of a 
connected camera. The content is distributed to the video projectors, the projection adapted to the surface geometry, the colors of the projectors are adjusted 
and the softedge area automatically determined. alignments which were previously tedious only take a few minutes.

available as of autumn 2009

Automatic warping and matching

Different types of projectors can be used 
in various setups.

Via a camera and projection of various 
patterns the software detects the quality 
of the projection... 

…and, based on the data collected, 
computes the perfect projection!

SC MediaEngine 
sC mediaEngine devices are PC systems using components that are particularly suited for use 
by Wings Platinum. These systems are constantly adjusted to the state-of-the-art technology and 
are available in a variety of different configurations.

Further information is available at: www.AVstumpfl.com/MD
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